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NEW YEAR, NEW GOALS!  
with the start of a new year, we always tend 
to set new financial goals as well as other 
new resolutions. 

AND THIS YEAR IS NO DIFFERENT...

the purpose of this is to set a REALISTIC 
financial savings goal that will help jump 
start an emergency savings account and 
help plan for the unknown.

The Conscious Planner



MENTAL
CHECK-IN

Use the space below to take inventory of where you are now 
and where you want to be after this challenge

Mind Body Spirit

Mind Body Spirit

Current

Where you want to be

List a few things that are joy killers you want to avoid

Now list one thing that was so awesome about this week & one thing you should have done 
differently 



Vision 
JournalTop 3 Things to do...

List the top three things that are most important and declare it to your accountability 
team

1

2

3

Answer the following three questions

Imagine you've completed this goal, what does the finish result look like?

Why do you want to reach this goal?

How will you celebrate your accomplishments? 



Mini 
Goals

Take a few moments to think of a few goals that you want to 
accomplish over the next few weeks. Write them down

HOME

FITNESS

PERSONAL 
TIME

FINANCE

SOCIAL

SPIRITUAL



Budget 
Your Time

Because lost time is never 
found again...

Most Important Needs Done ASAP

10 Minute Timer

One Hour Project



Budget 
Your Money

Tips for Realistic Budgeting

Realistically, budgets are not suppose to be perfect. I've read numerous books and yet have 
come to find the perfect budget that works for everyone. So assuming that one budget fits- 
all technique is simply UNREALISTIC. However, what I did learn is you should have a plan for 
EVERY DOLLAR you have. 

What is a realistic budget?  

After learning a bit from the infamous Dave Ramsey, he teaches one should have or start an 
emergency fund because you never know what unknown expense may pop up at any time. 
This fund should consists of a minimum of $1,000.00. This is the first step to setting yourself 
up for financial success. Be specific in what qualifies you to use this money; for example: 
home repairs, car maintenance, medical expenses. You should NOT use this money for 
vacations, shopping, or unnecessary items. 

Recommended books: 
Dave Ramsey's The Total Money Makeover 
Napoleon Hill Think and Grow Rich

Learn so you can EARN!

YOU ARE A LOT MORE CAPABLE THAN YOU THINK 
Remind yourself of your goals 
Check your bank account and credit card accounts daily 
Only budget with money you have right now! 
Have weekly talks with your significant other/spouse 
Automate savings and bills 
Become financially smart/literate

More Tips

Suggested Budgeting Categories

Immediate Obligations 
(Fixed)

True Expenses 
(Variable)

Quality of Life 

housing 
utilities 
savings 
groceries

transportation (payments, 
insurance, gas) 
medical 
clothing 
giving 

entertainment 
vacations 
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